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[3]
House of Moriz Nähr’s parents in Vienna’s 7th
district, Neustiftgasse 11,
c. 1890
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The Parental Home at Neustiftgasse 11
Moriz Nähr’s birthplace at Neustiftgasse 11
(fig. 3), a two-story Biedermeier house, had
originally belonged to Franz Heilsam, a
retailer. After his death, the house went to
his wife Juliana. In 1828, it was taken over
by Johann Michael Nähr, from whom it
passed to his wife Anna in 1830 and to his
son Johann Georg Nähr in 1845. The latter’s
wife, Antonia Neumann, was the former
owner Franz Heilsam’s granddaughter. After
Johann Georg’s death, his wife Antonia and
their children (among them Moriz Nähr)
took over the house. From 1885, they tried
to sell the shirtmaker’s business located in
the building.3 In 1899, shortly before Antonia Nähr’s death, the house was sold to the
actress Helene Odilon4 for 25,500 guilders
(which today corresponds to around 375,000
euros5).

Dream Career: Painter

[1]
Johann Georg Nähr, Moriz Nähr’s father,
c. 1870
[2]
Antonia Nähr, Moriz Nähr’s mother,
c. 1870
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Origin and Family Environment
Moriz Nähr, born a retailer’s family sixth child
at Spittelberg1 No. 121 (today Neustiftgasse 11)
on August 4, 18592, grew up in poor circumstances. His grandfather Johann Michael
Nähr (1767–1851) came from Oblas near Znojmo in Moravia, at that time still part of the
Austrian Empire, and moved to Vienna where
he married Anna Plasinger, an ironmonger’s
daughter, in 1798. He had first worked as a
butcher Like his father, then as an innkeeper,
and later as a tailor and clothier. He and his
wife had seven children, among them Johann
Georg Nähr (1812–1872, fig. 1), Moriz Nähr’s
father. Johann Georg became a furniture
dealer and married Antonia Neumann, a
retailer’s daughter (1824–1899, fig. 2), in 1847.
Moriz Nähr was born after his mother had
brought five children into the world: Karl
(1848–1878), Leopoldine (1849–1930), and
three more who died within a few months;
two more followed: Friedrich (1861–1900)
and Antonia (1865–1928). His father Johann
Georg died unexpectedly of pneumonia in
1872 when Moriz was only twelve years old.
Moriz’s mother continued to run the furniture store at Neustiftgasse 11 on her own.
The family’s financial situation worsened.

Moriz Nähr Moriz Nähr attended an
»Unterrealschule«6 after elementary school.7
This was most likely the only one of its kind
in the 7th district, Bernhard Speneder’s »Private Haupt- und Unterrealschule«, Kirchengasse 9.8 According to the Nähr family’s oral
tradition, Moriz then attended a secondary
school but did not finish it. When a stove in
the classroom fell over and started a fire due
to his clumsiness or a prank gone wrong, he
had to leave school.9
Moriz confirmedly attended the Arts and
Crafts School in the building of the Austrian
Museum of Art and Industry for one and a
half years.10 This must have been in the
years 1875 to 1877 because he met Maximilian
Lenz (1860–1948, fig. 4) there, who studied
at the institution at the same time. Franz
Matsch, Lenz’s close friend from childhood
days in Josefstadt, was also among the students; Gustav Klimt did not enter the Arts
and Crafts School until 1876. Maximilian
Lenz and Moriz Nähr, who were the same
age, became close friends and liked to refer
to themselves as Max and Moriz in allusion
to Wilhelm Busch’s eponymous bad-boy
story. Lenz characterized Nähr as an »ideal
friend, one of the noblest people I have met
in my life . . . a finely educated observer of
nature, a lover of animals, a philanthropist,
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[4]
Moriz Nähr at the age of about fifteen,
c. 1875
[5]
Moriz Nähr: Self-Portrait,
c. 1890
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an honorable character, always stimulating
and, above all, faithful«.11 Their friendship
lasted until the end of Nähr’s life. When
Maximilian Lenz married Ida Kupelwieser,
Karl Wittgenstein’s niece, on December 7,
1926, Nähr was his best man.12
Whereas Lenz transferred from the Arts
and Crafts School to Vienna’s Academy of
Fine Arts after three years, Nähr had to bury
his dream of becoming a painter for the time
being. His mother could not pay for his education any longer and decided to send him
to his brother Karl in Schemnitz in Hungary
(Selmecbánya, today Banská Štiavnica in Slovakia). Maximilian Lenz regretted this: »Nähr
too wanted to devote himself to art but was
pushed away by the circumstances and then
became a photographer, an artist in his field,
the best photographer for reproductions. He
would have been qualified to teach at a state
institution, but the qualified are generally
not the ones appointed.«13
Moriz Nähr’s brother Karl was eleven
years older and ran a photo studio in
Schemnitz. He may have gotten the idea of
setting up a livelihood there from an advertisement in Neues Wiener Tagblatt.14 In 1869,

someone was urgently sought to take over a
well-performing photo studio in the town.
Appropriate training for non-photographers
was offered. Karl married Karoline Edler
(1852–1918), the daughter of an engraver, in
Vienna in 1876 and returned to Schemnitz
with his wife. Their first son Karl Anton
Moriz was born there on June 6, 1877; Moriz
Nähr acted as his godfather.
Moriz again traveled to Schemnitz, this
time accompanied by his brother Karl, as
early as in September 1877.15 The plan was
that Moriz would help his brother in the
photo studio, perhaps even become his partner later. On October 25, 1877,16 he wrote
from Schemnitz to his mother: »I had already
completely made my peace with my situation because Karl and Karoline treated me in
such a way that they really could not be better. Now, however, something else befell me
that puts me in terrible fear and makes it impossible for me to stay here over the winter.
I already have such frostbitten hands that [I]
cannot even make a fist. I know what it will
come to in the winter: I’ll not even be able
to do retouching, much less copying, which
is my real job . . . I must now arrive at a
conclusion at last. You know how it has been
for me all these years. Karl economizes immensely, the costs accruing for me amount
to at least eighteen guilders a month. How
will I feel—just thinking about it!—when it
happens that I won’t be able to work. I cannot stay here . . . It is my firm decision, for I
must make up my mind now (before it gets
too cold and thus too burdensome) to walk to
Vienna. Now it is still a small matter because
I will be there in five days and will certainly
get by very cheaply. I have already had my
boots repaired. Unfortunately, I have not
enough money to venture . . . «17 He asked
his mother not to try to change his mind
and send him another eight guilders for the
journey. Again and again, he emphasizes
his terrible fear and how horrible he feels.
Nothing came of Morz Nähr’s return to
Vienna. He sent off another letter to his
mother from Schemnitz in January 1878:18
»To reassure you, I can tell you that Karl has
happily survived an operation which, according to the doctor, is not dangerous but very
painful. He must now stay in bed for another
eight to ten days and will be completely restored in a month . . . since it is getting late,

[6]
Moriz Nähr: Self-Portrait,
c. 1890
[7]
Moriz Nähr: Self-Portrait,
c. 1930

I must now answer your questions. Fritz’s
cap would certainly not be too bad for me,
but I still wear my loden hat, which is why it
would be unnecessary and you would have
to buy Fritz something else: he should keep
wearing it . . . I now use my bedding again,
only Karl has the mattress now because he’d
not rest well otherwise.« Karl never recovered and died of pulmonary tuberculosis on
February 16, 1878, at the age of 30.
Moriz Nähr could no longer stay in
Schemnitz and returned to Vienna.19 He
decided to realize his dream of becoming a
painter after all and, at the age of nineteen,
enrolled as a guest student at the General
Painting School of the Imperial and Royal
Academy of Fine Arts in October 1878. He
attended Professor George Niemann’s lectures on the theory of style20 and studied
general history with Professor Adalbert
Horawitz. George Niemann taught perspective and architectural stylistics and at that
time was working on his Handbuch der
Linear-Perspektive für bildende Künstler, a
handbook of linear perspective for visual artists, with whose principles he familiarized
his students. Nähr’s photographic compositions were significantly influenced by it.
Moriz Nähr’s fellow students at the Academy included his good friend Maximilian
Lenz as well as Friedrich König, Karl Pippich,
Eduard Kasparides, Eugen Schroth, and
Julius Reisinger, who would later form the
core of the Hagengesellschaft. Nähr remained
at the Academy for only two semesters. The
reasons for his departure are not clear; they
were probably financial. Antonia Nähr was a
widow and had to care for her three youngest
children alone. Nonetheless, Moriz Nähr
still called himself an academic painter years
later.21 Two landscape paintings and a late
self-portrait by Nähr (fig. 6) are still in the
family’s possession.

Success as a Photographer
In the 1880s, Moriz Nähr did not yet appear
in public; there is no evidence for his activities in those years. It is conceivable that he
was still trying to gain a foothold as a painter
while he also took on photographic work of
all kinds, such as enlarging, retouching, and
copying, trying to earn an income. Nähr saw
himself as an artist, and the combination
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of a painter’s eye and a photographer’s eye
enabled him to develop his extraordinary
visual language.
Nähr achieved his first public recognition
with In the Heart of a Wood (fig. 8) and From
the Prater presented at the International
Exhibition of Fine-Art Photographs in Vienna
in 1891.22 It is revealing that the jury that
decided which of the submitted photographs
would be shown comprised only painters and
sculptors. This is why only those works were
to be exhibited that »claimed a very special
artistic pictorial value through the point of
view chosen, through their conception and
arrangement.« The jury, which included the
painters Heinrich von Angeli and Emil Jakob
Schindler as well as the sculptors Johannes
Benk and Viktor Tilgner, selected around
600 from 4,000 works.23 In the same year,
the Gesellschaft für vervielfältigende Kunst
(Society for Reproductive Art) published an
album of thirty works from this exhibition
as heliogravure plates, among them Nähr’s
In the Heart of a Wood.24 After this success,
Moriz Nähr had himself listed as a photographer in Vienna’s trade and business address
book25 and was registered as a new member
of the Photographic Society in Vienna by the
imperial councilor Ludwig Schrank and ac-

[8]
Moriz Nähr: »In the Heart of a Wood«,
c. 1890/1891
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[9]
Fasszieherhaus on Spittelberg in
Vienna’s 7th district, 1893
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cepted without objection on May 16, 1893.26 He
became a very active member: he was elected
to the Board of Directors in 1907,27 appointed
senior appraiser for the photographic trade
in »Landscape, Industrial, Architectural and
Flash Photography« in 1910,28 and was awarded
the »Golden Society Medal en vermeil«29 for
his long and outstanding services and achievements in the field of artistic photography in
the same year.30
In 1898, the magazine of the booksellers’
association reported that Nähr had now
shifted his activities »to photographing indus-
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trial establishments, interiors of living quarters, machine halls, factories, and the like.31
None of these photographs are known to date.
It is no coincidence that there are parallels
between the work of the photographer Nähr
and the work of the older painter Rudolf von
Alt (1812–1905), whom Nähr greatly admired.
Both captured the vanishing Old Vienna,
sometimes even the same motifs such as
the Fasszieherhaus32 (fig. 9) on Spittelberg or
the »last beautiful tree by the Wien River«.33
Nähr preferably documented buildings and
cityscapes that were about to be demolished

or transformed, such as the home of the
painter Friedrich von Amerling (1803-1887)34
or Karlsplatz at the time of the vaulting of
the Wien River.
In 1907, Nähr was awarded the Diploma of
Recognition for his overall achievement by
the jury of fine-art photography exhibitions
at the Archduke Rainer Museum of Arts
and Crafts in Brno. In the same year, Nähr
created the famous series of portraits of
Gustav Mahler, which he took in the loggia
of the Vienna Court Opera on the occasion
of the director’s farewell. His friend from the

[10]
Moriz Nähr: Group portrait of members of the
Hagengesellschaft in front of the café Sperl in
Vienna’s 6th district, Gumpendorfer Straße 11 ,
c. 1895
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[11]
Moriz Nähr: Gustav Klimt with cat in the
garden of his studio, Josefstädter Strasse 21,
Mai 1911

Hagengesellschaft, Alfred Roller, who had
been brought to the Court Opera by Mahler in
1903 as head of set design, arranged the commission and was present at the shooting.35
Moriz Nähr was a member of the Deutsche
Werkbund, the German Association of Craftsmen, from 1908, and in 1912 became a cofounder of the Österreichische Werkbund, the
Austrian Association of Craftsmen.

play was composed, and Kurzbauer’s painting Die ereilten Flüchtlinge (The Refugees
Being Caught up With) was staged as a tableau vivant. The painter Delhaes acted as director, Maximilian Lenz as his assistant. The
performers were actors and visual artists.37
Moriz Nähr’s photographic stagings would
be inspired by this event.

8

The Hagengesellschaft

Networks: From the Arts and Crafts
School to Becoming the Photographer
of Viennese Modernism
Maximilian Lenz, Otto Schmidt, and István
Delhaes

Maximilian Lenz (1860–1948) became Moriz
Nähr’s closest friend at the Arts and Crafts
School. Lenz had grown up at Josefstädter
Strasse 23 in a house whose garden accommodated a studio rented by Otto Schmidt
(1849–1920), a photographer from Gotha.
Lenz and Nähr, who usually had afternoons
off in their days at the Arts and Crafts
School, visited the photographer, who specialized in photographing »Viennese types«.
Lenz reports that Schmidt had a pretty
young wife who was adored »in the most
honorable way« by the painter István Delhaes (1848–1901), who had his studio nearby
on Lenaugasse in Vienna’s 8th district.
Delhaes took Lenz in like an »apprentice
boy«: Lenz kept the studio clean on his free
afternoons and ran errands for the painter;
in return, he was allowed to paint to his
heart’s content in the studio and was given
canvas and paints. His friend Moriz Nähr,
who often accompanied him, also benefitted
from this arrangement. Max and Moriz felt
in paradise.36
Delhaes was a passionate fisherman.
He often took the two boys to the Old Danube and thus sharpened their eye for the
beauties of nature. They also accompanied
Delhaes to the Morava River, where he held
a fishing right. They observed the life and
customs of the Slovak peasants, which became a great source of inspiration for Nähr
(Slovak Lumberjacks in the Forest, Dancing
at the Fair).
When the painter Eduard Kurzbauer died
in 1879, his large family fell on hard times.
Some Viennese artists, led by Heinrich von
Angeli, joined forces to help the family. A
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Nähr’s friendship with Maximilian Lenz
and his colleagues from the Arts and Crafts
School and the Academy made him join the
Hagengesellschaft, a loose association of
artists that had been founded in 1880. Its
members met at least once a week in Zum
blauen Freihaus, a beer pub, and in the Café
Sperl on Gumpendorfer Strasse (fig. 10). The
Hagengesellschaft would become an important nucleus of the Secession and the Hagenbund—and of Nähr’s network and lifelong
circle of friends.
The Habsburgs

Nähr’s relations with the Habsburg family
were manifold. He was commissioned to take
photographs at the imperial hunts in Hungary taking place on the extensive grounds
of Archduke Friedrich, Duke of Teschen to
which the Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph
I and the German Emperor Wilhelm II were
invited.38 When Wilhelm II posed for a photo
after killing an eighteen-pointer, he wanted
to put his foot on the body of the stag: Nähr
found this distasteful and had great difficulties dissuading the emperor to do so.39
Moriz Nähr received commissions from
the Crown Prince Rudolf’s widow, Stéphanie
of Belgium (for whom he enlarged photographs), and from the heir to the throne,
Franz Ferdinand (for whom he took both
very private pictures and photographs of his
family and residences setting off his status).
He also made numerous portraits of the
Archdukes Eugen, Albrecht, Friederich, and
Rainer and their families, as well as of the
children of the last Emperor of Austria-Hungary, Charles I. Nähr was awarded the title
»Kammerphotograph« (Personal Photographer to the Archduke) by Franz Ferdinand
for his services in 1908.40 In 1917, he was
commissioned to portray the five-year-old
Crown Prince Otto of Austria.

Gustav Klimt and the Secession

Moriz Nähr und Gustav Klimt maintained
a close friendship until the latter’s demise.
For thirty years, Nähr accompanied Klimt,
whom he greatly admired, to the Tivoli41,
starting out for their »morning devotions«,
as they called their extensive breakfast,
before six a.m. The expression might also
have been owed to those moments when
they silently gazed at the awakening city at
their feet from the nearby Gloriette42. Nähr
remembered that Klimt then often murmured Grillparzer’s verses: »Once thou from
Kahlenberg hast overlooked the land, / thou
wilt what I am made of, and my writing,
understand«43—expressing the intimate connection with his native Vienna.
The sculptor Anton Hanak (1875–1934)
told another anecdote in a lecture in 1933:44
Once a month, the two friends went »to Trieste«, meaning the Triester Strasse, Vienna’s
most important exit road to the south at that
time. Horse-drawn vehicles crowded the
road, and the anything but squeamish drivers
used a whip or a stick when they reached an
uphill stretch. It happened that Klimt protested against this cruelty to animals, which

[12]
Moriz Nähr: Group portrait of the artists of the
Fourteenth Vienna Secession Exhibition
(»Beethoven Exhibition«) in the middle hall of
the Secession building, April 1902
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[13]
Moriz Nähr (center) with (from the left) Alois Hänisch,
Oskar Wollheim, Friedrich König, and Max Salzer,
c. 1930

sometimes seems to have led to a wrestling
match with the driver, in which Nähr was
also caught up. Nähr, whom Hanak describes
as a »dreamy photographer«, recounted that
they both »got clobbered« and had their
»jackets and ties torn off« on such occasions.
Nähr was also known as an animal lover,
and so the two friends found it impossible to
just watch. With their bodies full of bruises,
they tried to get home in a hackney carriage
as quickly as they could, not without having
dealt out a fair amount of blows.
Even though it was customary at the time
to maintain constant contact with one’s family and friends by letter, this did not apply
to Gustav Klimt and Moriz Nähr, since the
friends saw each other on an almost daily
basis. One of Klimt’s few postcards addressed
to Nähr reached the photographer from Bad
Gastein: »It is very beautiful here, especially
if you don’t look at the people . . . !«.45
Nähr and Klimt had gotten to know each
other at the Arts and Crafts School in 1876 at
the latest. Their professional collaboration
began with the founding of the Vienna Secession in 1897. Due to their close personal relationship, Nähr portrayed his famous friend
in several series over the years46 (fig. 11) and
photographed the rooms of his studio (1909,
1911, 1917, 1918). The numerous pictures Nähr
took of Klimt paintings—some in various
states—for documentation and reproduction
purposes are particularly informative for
research. As soon as the Vienna Secession’s
new exhibition spaces on the Wien River
opened, Nähr advanced to become the institution’s most important exhibition photographer. From 1910 onward, exhibition
catalogs of the Secession list him as the person responsible for the »photographs used
as illustrations«. The group portrait with
Gustav Klimt on the occasion of the Beethoven
exhibition in 1902 (fig. 12) ranks among his
most famous pictures.
Nähr photographed Anna Klimt, Gustav
Klimt’s mother, in a fauteuil that she had
been given by the Wiener Werkstätte for her
seventieth birthday on January 27, 1906.47
The Wittgenstein Family

Moriz Nähr had been in touch with the
Wittgenstein family since the 1890s or even
earlier, from which a close friendship developed over the years (fig. 13). Contact had
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probably been made by the painter Johann
Victor Krämer (1861–1949), a friend from the
Hagengesellschaft, who worked as a drawing
teacher for the Wittgensteins for some time.
Maximilian Lenz also had contact with the
Wittgenstein family. He taught drawing in the
Kupelwieser family’s house, where he met
his future wife Ida. Ida’s mother Bertha Kupelwieser (1848–1909) was born a Wittgenstein.
Nähr was a welcome guest of the Wittgenstein family. Hermine Wittgenstein (1860–
1947) described him as »such a dear, fine person, with so much delicacy of feeling«.48 The
photographer developed a particularly close
friendship with Clara Wittgenstein (1850–
1935). He was repeatedly asked to photograph
important family events and meetings at
the Wittgensteins’ various family residences.
He acted as the family’s photographer at its
various residences and vacation homes for
many decades. His special skills in the field

[14] [14]
Letter from Moriz Nähr to Ludwig Wittgenstein,
September 29, 1920
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[16]
Moriz Nähr: Self-Portrait in the garden,
c. 1910

of reproduction photography could also be
put to good use in this context.
Nähr was on friendly terms with the most
famous member of the family, the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889–1951),
as letters from 1920 and 1921 show (figs. 14,
15).49 Being very interested in the issue of
family resemblances, Ludwig Wittgenstein
was also the one who had a composite photo
of himself and his sisters made by Nähr.50
At the age of almost seventy, Moriz Nähr
photographed the Wittgenstein House in
Vienna’s 3rd district, which Ludwig Wittgenstein had designed together with the architect Paul Engelmann for his sister Margaret
Stonborough-Wittgenstein (1882–1958). The
photographs were taken, as can be clearly
seen from the vegetation, on at least three
different dates: in summer 1928 when the
building was almost complete, in late fall
1928, and in spring 1929. Nähr created a
unique documentation of the house with
these photographs51 and provided brilliant
proof of his incomparable skills in the field
at the end of his career.

Private Interests
Maximilian Lenz remembers his friend Moriz
Nähr’s great wanderlust in his memoirs:52
»My dear friend Nähr was a passionate wanderer and often made me go on hikes in the
surroundings of Vienna to draw studies. I
liked to come along and we often achieved
giant feats in marching. Max and Moriz were
together—but unfortunately not as bad as
master Busch’s boys, we were too poetically
inclined. Later I went on very long hikes with
Nähr, through Styria, Carinthia, Salzburg,
and Upper Austria. With little money and
poor clothing, we had a hard time of it and
saw a lot of things—these hikes on foot were
so much more beautiful than all car trips. I
got a commission in Millstadt and was paid
ten guilders for it. This sum, which was large
for us, prompted us to extend our tour and
go to Lienz. Nähr wanted to climb the Grossglockner, but I did not dare, considering my
Viennese city shoes. We stayed with Nähr’s
acquaintances at Prokop’s inn: the innkeeper
had a lovely daughter who was friends with
Nähr’s sister.«
Moriz Nähr was an eager member of
the First Vienna Gymnastics Club53, where
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[17]
Moriz Nähr: Self-Portrait with Ludmilla Waas,
c. 1900
[18]
Moriz Nähr: Self-Portrait in his living room
and workspace, c. 1900
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people met for gymnastics and fencing, and
was even elected a member of its board in
188654. In the past, gymnasts tended to be
called out in the event of »accidental fires«55,
which may have been the origin of Nähr’s enthusiasm for rescue work. When the Vienna
Voluntary Rescue Society was spontaneously
established after the shocking Ringtheater
fire on December 8, 1881, in which several
hundred people lost their lives, Nähr was
among the founding members.56

Nähr’s Companion Ludmilla Waas
Moriz Nähr remained loyal to the Spittelberg
neighborhood of his youth throughout
his life: He was born at Neustiftgasse 11 and

stayed there with his mother and several siblings until 1895/96.57 Afterwards he moved in
with Ludmilla Waas (née Maržik58,1860–1949,
fig. 17), whose address was Sigmundsgasse 5
—which means that they did not live far
from each other at the time they met and
had probably done so in the neighborhood.
Ludmilla, who still bore her married name,
appears in the Vienna residents’ registers
from 1886 to 1895 at different addresses in
the 4th and 7th districts.59 On February 24,
1900, the couple moved to Burggasse 33/16
and on August 21, 1917, to Siebensterngasse
30/1/4/1460 to live with Moriz Nähr’s younger
sister Antonia, where they stayed until the
latter’s death. Nähr never had a studio of his
own; he always worked at home, where he

had set up a darkroom behind a hutch in the
kitchen (fig. 18).61
His relationship with Ludmilla Waas was
decidedly happy but remained childless. The
two were married only a few weeks before
Nähr’s death in 1945. It is unclear why they
did so at such a late date—some fifty years
after they had met. It could be assumed that
marriage had been out of the question as
Ludmilla had not yet formally divorced her
husband. It is more likely, however, that she
was already a widow and drawing a widow’s
pension, which she did not want to forfeit. In
any case, Moriz Nähr wanted Ludmilla to be
provided for before his death.

[19]
Moriz Nähr (?): Fritz Nähr’s photo studio in
the backyard of the house Floridsdorfer
Hauptstrasse 27 in Vienna’s 21st district,
Fritz Nähr is sitting in the carriage,
c. 1890
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Fritz Nähr, Leopoldine and
Antonia Nähr
Aside from his older brother Karl, who died
at an early age, Moriz had a younger brother,
Friedrich (called Fritz for short, 1861–1900),
who ran a photo studio at Floridsdorfer
Hauptstraße 2762 (fig. 19). After Friedrich had
been committed to the Lower Austrian State
Lunatic Asylum in Vienna’s 9th district63
due to progressive paralysis on November 4,
1895,guardianship was imposed on him
»because of judicially assessed idiocy« on
December 13, 1895;64 Moriz Nähr was appointed his guardian.
Fritz Nähr died on December 1, 1900. The
original illness could have been syphilis,
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Twilight Years
as it was in the case of Egon Schiele’s father,
who died a few years later under similar circumstances. Fritz Nähr was married to Maria
Zehetbauer (1859–1943), who ran a training
school for dressmaking in Floridsdorf.
Moriz Nähr’s sister Leopoldine (1849–
1930) never married and together with
Johanna Grohmann ran the fashion salon
Grohmann & Nähr OHG, Kleiderkonfektion
und Modistengewerbe at Kärntnerring 6.
Founded on March 30, 1893, the salon was
closed down on February 27, 1906.65
The photographer’s youngest sister
Antonia Nähr (1865–1928) also remained unmarried and worked as a piano teacher.

Moriz Nähr drew up his will on December
13, 1931, appointing his »faithful companion«
Ludmilla Waas as universal heir. He bequeathed four works of art to his nephew and
godchild Karl Nähr, who was to receive them
after Ludmilla Waas’s death: two portraits
by the Graz painter Ernst Christian Moser
(1815–1867), showing his mother Antonia Nähr
(1824–1899) and his maternal grandmother
Karolina Neumann (1798–1845)66, as well as a
genre painting and a plaster sculpture with
flying cupids.
Not much is known about Moriz Nähr’s
life in the 1930s. He did not appear in public
with any new works. Until 1936, he was still

[20]
Moriz Nähr: Self-Portrait,
c. 1930
[21]
Moriz Nähr: Self-Portrait,
c. 1940
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listed as an expert for the photographic
trade67 before he withdrew completely but
still regularly attended lectures or exhibitions of photographic associations. On the
occasion of his eightieth birthday in 1939,
Moriz Nähr was remembered and an article
with a photograph was published in the
Allgemeine Photographische Zeitung.68
In the early 1940s, Moriz Nähr was contacted by the painter, architect, and writer
Emil Pirchan (1884–1957), who was preparing
his monograph Gustav Klimt. Ein Künstler
aus Wien (An Artist from Vienna).69 Nähr
confided his memories of Gustav Klimt to
him. Pirchan observed how Nähr »became
young again when he recalled the many
hours he spent with Klimt«.70

Until the end, Nähr could only rely on very
modest financial means, which is why he sold
parts of his archive of negatives at irregular
intervals. The major Klimt exhibition in Vienna in 194371 brought Nähr back to the public
eye, as his Klimt portrait was published in
Neues Wiener Tagblatt.72 In May 1943, he succeeded in selling around two hundred glass
negatives to the Austrian National Library’s
Picture Archives and Graphics Department.73
Nevertheless, a larger part of the material
remained with Moriz Nähr or in his family’s
possession after his death. The Gustav Klimt |
Wien 1900 – Private Foundation was able
to acquire this partial estate, which mainly
comprises negatives, through an antiquarian
bookshop in Vienna.

On June 29, 1945, Moriz Nähr passed away in
Lainz Hospital. In the years that followed, his
widow Ludmilla sold several sets of items of
Nähr’s estate to the Historical Museum of the
City of Vienna, including private photographs
and a puppet theater. She survived him by
only a few years and died on January 7, 1949.

Group Exhibitions

1891 | Vienna

1900 | Frankfurt am Main

1909 | Dresden

International Exhibition of Fine-Art
Photographs
May 4–June 14, 1891

Jubilee Exhibition of the Association for
the Cultivation of Photography and
Related Arts
July 24–August 31, 1900

International Photographic Exhibition
May 1–mid-October 1909

Organized by: the Association for the
Cultivation of Photography and Related Arts

Venue: Exhibition Palace

Venue: Exhibition area, Forsthausstrasse

Moriz Nähr showed landscapes (1–3),
interiors (4, 5), the reproduction of a
painting (6), a portrait (7), snapshots (8, 9),
and an arts-and-crafts picture (10),85
among them Dancing at the Fair.

Organized by: the Club of Amateur Photographers in Vienna
Venue: Austrian Museum of Art and
Industry74
Moriz Nähr showed fifteen photographs
(e.g., In the Heart of a Wood and From
the Prater), mostly landscapes from the
Vienna Woods and southern Hungary.75
1894 | Paris
Salon d’Art Photographique
January 10–30, 1894
Organized by: Photo-Club de Paris
Venue: Galleries Georges Petit, 8 Rue de Sèze
Both Moriz Nähr and his younger brother
Fritz Nähr participated in the show.76 The
Parisian press singled out Moriz Nähr’s
Vienna Wood as an extraordinarily subtle
and harmonious picture.77

Moriz Nähr presented Danube Landscape.81
1901 | Vienna
Anniversary Exhibition of the
Photographic Society in Vienna
November 4–December 6, 1901
Organized by: the Photographic Society
in Vienna
Venue: k. k. Graphische Lehr- und
Versuchsanstalt für Photographie und
Reproductionsverfahren82
The exhibition celebrated the Society’s
fortieth anniversary. Moriz Nähr was
represented in the contemporary photography section.83

1898 | Vienna

1902 | Düsseldorf

Jubilee Exhibition (Fiftieth Anniversary
of Emperor Franz Joseph I’s Accession)
May 7–October 18, 1898

Exhibition of the German Association
of Photographers
As part of the Industry and Trade Exhibition
in Section XIV. Polygraphic Businesses
August/September 1902

Organized by: the Lower Austrian
Trade Association
Venue: Vienna World’s Fair premises

Organized by: the German Association of
Photographers

Nähr presented Landscape near
Klosterneuburg and In the Prater in the
professional photographers’ exhibition.
He showed eight landscapes photographed
by Stéphanie of Belgium, Crown Prince
Rudolf’s widow,78 as well as pictures of the
forests in Teschen taken by the Archduke’s
employees79 he had enlarged. The show
also included industrial photographs
(pictures of machine halls) by Nähr.80

Venue: Golzheim Island
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Moriz Nähr presented Old Vienna,
Former Bridge Across the Wien River
near Stubenthor.84

Organized by: the committee International
Photographic Exhibition 1909

1910 | Vienna
First International Hunting Exhibition
May 7–October 16, 1910
Chairman of the committee: Prince Heinrich
von und zu Liechtenstein
Venue: World Exhibition grounds, Rotunda,
Prater, Lower Austrian pavilion for the
Promotion of Trade86
The exhibition celebrated the eightieth
birthday of Emperor Franz Joseph I
and aimed to show the importance of
hunting in the economic life of the
monarchy’s states.87
1933 | Vienna
Austria’s Federal States in Photographs
June 1933
Organized by: the Professional Association
of Austrian Photographer Cooperatives
Venue: Museum of Art and Industry
Moriz Nähr presented photographs of the
state of Vienna such as Urbani Celler,
Courtyard Thirty Years Ago, Ratzenstadl88
and a view of Schönbrunn.89
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